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Date: 10.18.18 | Begin 3:00pm - End 4:00pm | Location:  ELC – Lakeside Hall 

Item/Presenter Minutes 

Orchards Lot Expansion/   
Bob Cochran 

Team Oregon would like to expand their current 12 person course at the orchards lot up to a 15 person course.    They are 
proposing to pay for the addition of one parking row to north and additional spaces to east totaling 44 parking spaces.  This is in 
addition to the existing power line course they currently use.  Items discussed by CUDC: 
 

 Team Oregon has no outstanding fees/contracts at this time.   

 There was a request for Wesley Bucholz/contracts administrator involvement in creating a new contract.   

 Athletics has expressed concerns that if the parking lot is expanded there won’t be enough space to run the cross 
country 8-meter course and would have to be moved off-site. 

 Is there a financial or other impact to the college if they lose the cross country course?   

 Is there ability to mark off parking spaces when there are cross country events? 
 
It was the general consensus that cross country takes precedence over Team Oregon’s request, however, Jim and Bob will 
discuss with Keoni McHone the cross country team’s limited space and potential alternate course.        
 

Sculptures / Nora Brodnicki 

Rick True would like to loan two kinetic sculptures to the college for a duration of 3-5 years.  
They are primarily constructed of copper and are made to withstand the elements.  When 
placed at the college the artwork will be mounted on a 10’ pole, out of reach of individuals. He 
communicated with Nora that he will be able to fix any damages, however, the college feels 
that there would need to be an official assed value from an accredited art gallery for damaged 
or replacement parts. Wesley Bucholz is drafting a contract for artwork at this time.   Nora 
explained that Rick has poured one slab of concrete for his artwork between the Community 
Center and McLoughlin building.  Rick is aware that this is an interim location due to the 
construction of the new Community Center building.  The committee agreed that at this time 
the location for one sculpture between Community Center and McLoughlin Hall is an 
agreeable space for his artwork. 
 
Rick will meet with Sunny this coming week to possibly add artwork to the Harmony Camus. 
Also, the remainder of the “Marching Ladies” artwork will be moved from Randall Hall down to 
Harmony West lobby soon.   
 
 
 

CUDC 
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Vicki Lynn Wilson donated her sculpture “Stars Align” to the college and indicated that she 
would like the work to go in the sculpture garden.  This piece is approximately 4’ tall and will 
need to be mounted on a metal plate.  As there is limited space in the sculpture garden the 
committee discussed alternate locations at the Oregon City Campus for the artwork.  It was 
decided that Nora will contact Vicki and discuss different locations and suggest the Dye circle 
as a possible location for her artwork. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Smoking Shelters/      
Cynthia Risan 

 
Cynthia brought the topic of smoking shelter locations to CUDC and specifically the Barlow / ITC smoking shelter.   
Staff/Students aren’t using the smoking shelter as the current location is by the Pauline woods and is too far for convenient use. 
Individuals are smoking in alternate locations and smoke is going into the Barlow U and is offensive to individuals. Cynthia 
proposes to move the Barlow smoking shelter over to the front of the Barlow parking lot within visibility of Barlow and ITC to 
encourage staff/students to use the smoking shelter instead of smoking in parking lots or other non-designated locations at the 
college.   
 
Brian noted that cigarette butts have been found in bark dust by Roger Rook Hall and with construction there is not a clear 
smoking shelter on this side of campus.  
 
Bob mentioned that there may be a need for a smoking shelter at the bus mall as well. 
 
Bruce inquired about installing a smoking shelter for the Training Center as it doesn’t have a smoking shelter and staff/students 
smoke everywhere.  Also, he asked if the smoking shelter could be placed on the side closer to Beavercreek Rd.?   
 
Sunny indicated that Harmony East and West are in need of smoking shelters.  She proposed that the Harmony East building 
shelter be placed by the old bike rack and for Harmony West by the trash cans. 
 
Note:  Currently CCC has posted - No smoking 25’ from doors/building. 
 
It was decided that more information was needed and each individual mentioned above will look for possible locations and bring 
a map with proposed locations at the next CUDC meeting. 
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Announcements / All 

Brian – Is there a plan for eliminating odors in automotive office spaces –cars drive in the Barlow U and exhaust fumes vent into 
the offices. It was discussed that there are plans to move the office upstairs and that should elevate the problem. 
 
Safety committee meeting in November 
 
Dave – He has moved classes to alternate locations and will bring automotive remodel plans next meeting. 
 
Michelle – November 14, the Capitol Christmas Tree will make a stop at CCC.  We encourage everyone to bring food items for 
the Cougar Cave as part of the event.  (Details will be sent out to Associations soon.) 
 
Sunny – has a meeting next week with Rick True regarding a rental agreement for his artwork.  Also, Sunny has an extra bike 
rack and April would like it.   
 
Grounds Committee –  

 Reports concerns regarding installation of new plants with the construction on campus and long term maintenance of 
those plants.  Also, they are concerned about the approved plants versus non-approved plants. 

 The WaterWise garden located by the Training Center is over grown. A landscape designer is assessing what the next 
phase of the garden evolution needs to be since some of it is overgrown and other parts have died out over time or 
become weed-infested. The Clackamas River Water Providers, the initial partners for the WaterWise garden, are 
funding the project. The designer is Amy Whitworth, Earth Friendly Garden Designer & Community Educator, Plan-it 
Earth Design 

 
 

Next Meeting Items 

Next CUDC meeting to be scheduled in November  
 
Mapping – all individuals mentioned above are to bring mapping of proposed smoking shelter placement for their referenced 
location to continue the discussion at the next meeting 

Present 
Brian Puncocher, Dave Bradley, Delbert Dulley, Michelle Baker, Nataliya Kolbert, Nora Brodnicki, Bob Cochran, April Chastain, 
Suny Olsen, Cynthia Risan, Jim Martineau, Bruce Mulligan 

Upcoming Meeting Dates Start Time End Time Location 

Bi-Monthly on the fourth 
Thursday  

3pm 4pm Lewelling Building 

 


